A perfectly reflecting accelerating boundary produces thermal emission to an observer at I + L and a finite amount of energy to an observer at I + R by asymptotically traveling to the speed of light without an acceleration horizon.
In memory of Kerson Huang
A perfectly reflecting accelerating boundary produces thermal emission to an observer at I + L and a finite amount of energy to an observer at I + R by asymptotically traveling to the speed of light without an acceleration horizon.
Kerson Huang's most recent interest in the connections between quantum theory and gravitation led to an investigation of relativistic superfluidity 1 and geometric creation of quantum vortices. 2 The productive enterprise of quantum field theory under external conditions such as these and others (curved spacetime, moving mirrors, expanding cosmologies, accelerating world lines, etc.) has continued to give interesting results and provoke puzzling questions a . The following note outlines one such exactly solvable external condition, -a moving mirror; which travels to the speed of light, producing both Planckian distributed particles to I + L , and finite energy emission to I + R . It is dedicated to the memory of Kerson and his inspiring work and enlivening curiosity.
Mirrors that accelerate forever, asymptotically reaching the speed of light, can produce thermal emission 4 ,
but those that do also produce infinite energy. b Is it possible to decelerate a mirror all the way to the speed of light, yet still achieve thermal emission? Does this render the energy finite? The answer is yes. It is interesting to consider the mirror trajectory given by the motion:
a e.g. are black holes springlike? 3 Rotating black holes have temperature 2πT = g − k, where g = (4M ) −1 is the Schwarzschild surface gravity and k = M Ω 2 is the spring constant. b Despite infinite energy, the spin-statistics theorem survives the acceleration horizon forming dynamics. 6 plotted in Figures (1) and (2), and the inverse,
The W is the product log, which also shows up in the eternally thermal mirror 7, 8 and the black mirror. [9] [10] [11] [12] The acceleration parameter is κ > 0. The final coasting speed, lim t→∞ |ẋ(t)| = s, is between 0 < s ≤ 1. The motion starts asymptotically static and ends asymptotically drifting. To compute the total energy emitted to the right observer at I + R , one can first find the energy flux:
which gives, for trajectory Eq. (3) to I + R ,
Then, the energy can be calculated from
The bounds are such because the mirror starts at x = 0 and moves left, eventually to x → −∞. The result is,
where η is the final drifting rapidity, η = tanh −1 s. This is a monotonic form similar to a pulsed energy flux trajectory 14 but there the energy diverges when s → 1. Here the energy is finite as s → 1:
To find the total energy to the left observer at I + L , one can switch signs on the final drifting speed in Eq. (7), s ↔ −s, by symmetry.
c The total energy emitted to both sides is
Note that E T > 0 because the drifting rapidity is always larger than the drifting speed, η > s for 0 < s ≤ 1. Both E R (s) and E L (s) are plotted in Fig. (3) . To calculate the particle spectrum observed by the right observer at I + R , one can find the beta Bogolubov coefficients from
c As the energy E L is concerned, as long as the drift is s < 1, then η is finite, and E T remains finite.
Reflecting at the Speed of Light 3
where ω p ≡ ω + ω ′ and ω n ≡ ω − ω ′ . The result is
where ω s ≡ (s
The spectral mode density is
In the limit the mirror coasts to the speed of light, s → 1, this is
The particle spectrum,
at this speed using Eq. (13) is analytically tractable. It is,
where E 1 is the exponential integral. In the high frequency limit, where ω ′ ≫ ω using Eq. (13), the mirror emits particles to the right observer at I + R with spectra
To the observer at I + L , this is thermal emission, T = κ/2π, Eq. (1), with ω ↔ ω ′ . Using Eq. (5), it can be seen that I + L detects constant energy flux emission F L = κ 2 /48π as s → 1 by reversing the signs s ↔ −s. This flux is plotted in Fig. (4) . Even when s = 1, the mirror has no horizon. κ = 1. Fig. 3 . Log-linear plot of the energy vs. drifting speed of the divergent global energy to the left observer and finite global energy to the right observer. κ = 96π, so that E R = 1 for s → 1. 
